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Abstract
Nowadays, an increasing number of customers are in favor of using E-commerce
Apps to browse and purchase products. Since merchants are usually inclined to
employ redundant and over-informative product titles to attract customers’ attention,
it is of great importance to concisely display short product titles on limited screen
of cell phones. Previous researchers mainly consider textual information of long
product titles and lack of human-like view during training and evaluation procedure.
In this paper, we propose a Multi-Modal Generative Adversarial Network (MMGAN) for short product title generation, which innovatively incorporates image
information, attribute tags from the product and the textual information from
original long titles. MM-GAN treats short titles generation as a reinforcement
learning process, where the generated titles are evaluated by the discriminator in a
human-like view.
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Introduction

E-commerce companies such as TaoBao and Amazon put many efforts to improve the user experience
of their mobile Apps. For the sake of improving retrieval results by search engines, merchants usually
write lengthy, over-informative, and sometimes incorrect titles, e.g., the original product title may
contain more than 20 Chinese words, which may be suitable for PCs. However, these titles are cut
down and no more than 10 words can be displayed on a mobile phone with limited screen size varying
from 4 to 5.8 inches. Hence, to properly display products in mobile screen, it is important to produce
succinct short titles to preserve important information of original long titles and accurate descriptions
of products.
This problem is related to text summarization, which can be categorized into two classes: extractive
[3, 11, 10], and abstractive [5, 4, 13] methods. The extractive methods select important words from
original titles, while the abstractive methods generate titles by extracting words from original titles
or generating new words from data corpus. They usually approximate such goals by predicting the
next words given previous predicted words using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) objective.
Despite their success to a large extent, they suffer from the issue of exposure bias [12]. It may cause
the models to behave in undesired ways, e.g., generating repetitive or truncated outputs. In addition,
predicting next words based on previously generated words will make the learned model lack of
human-like holistic view of the whole generated short product titles.
More recent state-of-the-art methods [6, 16] treat short product titles generation as a sentence
compression task following attention-based extractive mechanism. They extract key characteristics
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